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CHAPTER I 

BA.CKGROUND FÛR A COMPiUUTIVE STUDY 

In the eighteenth century the English novel developed into a long, 

fictitious, prose narrative organized into a plot which sought to 

represent characters and actions as they appeared in real life. As 

one of the chief figures in this period of development, Henry Fielding 

gained fame for his realism, his satire, and his sympathetic insight 

into human nature. At the same time that he vras beginning his career 

as a novelist, his younger sister Sarah was also writing her first 

novel; her work, hov;ever, has gained little recognition while her 

brother is still recognized as one of the early masters, Despite the 

fact that she was Fielding's sister, Sarah Fielding is often associated 

with Samuel Richardson as a member of the circle of feminine friends 

who admired his work. She often visited in Richardson's home and kept 

up a correspondence with him on "general topics and mutual flatteries."^ 

Most critics emphasize the influence of both Fielding and Richard-

son ôn Sarah Fielding, Ernest Baker, author of the definitive study 

of the English novel, states that as an "admiring friend of one great 

novelist and sister of the man who was his rival and in many ways his 

2 
opposite, Sarah Fielding did not escape influences from both sides," 

V/erner mentions that as "a member of the Richardsonian circle and twice 

"H/ilbur L, Cross, The History of Henry Fielding;, I (New Haven, Conn., 
1918), p. 305. Hereafter cited as Cross. 

2 
Ernest A, Baker, The History of the_ Enĝ lish Novel, V (New York, 

1929), p. 38. Hereafter cited as Baker. 
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mentioned by name in the continuation of Pamela, Miss Fielding did 

enjoy simultaneously the affections of these two great novelists,"-^ 

Foster claims that "she was a trusted soldier in her brother's camp 

and at the same time a member of Richardson's petticoat militia," 

The validity of this dual influence may appear evident from a study of 

Sarah Fielding's works, but the preponderant influence of her brother 

appears most clearly in a study of her first novel, The Adventures of 

David Sjmple. Similarities between Henry's Joseph Andrews (17^2) and 

Sarah's David Simple (1744) afford evidence to prove Víerner's state-

ment that "Sarah was first a Fielding and only secondly a follower of 

Richardson."3 By a comparative analysis of these two novels, this 

thesis will seek to show by sirailarities in preliminary material, struc-

ture, characterization, and style that Sarah Fielding, at this early 

stage of her career, profited from the influence of her famous brother. 

Relationship between the two Fieldings, both familial and literary, 

serves as the foundation for a comparative study of their novels. Since 

Henry Fielding's career and novels are well known as significant lit-

erary history of the eighteenth century, his biography and reviews of 

his novels hardly seem necessary to this study, but a review of the 

lesser-known Sarah Fielding's life and writings may prove helpful as 

background for a study of her brother's influence on her work. The 

^Herman Oscar V/erner, Jr., "The Life and VJorks of Sarah Fielding," 
Harvai-d University Sumriaries of Theses. 1^^^ (19^2), 25I. Hereafter 
cited as V/erner, 

James R, Foster, History oí_ the Pre-Ronintic Novel in En^land, 
(New York, l̂ î̂-̂ ), p. 7^. Herer.fter cited as Foster, 

^erner, 25I, 
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little that is known about Sarah Fielding's life has largely been recon-

structed from her associations with other people and from her writings. 

She was born at the Fielding family horae in East Stour, Dorsetshire, 

on November 8, 1710, tliree years after her brother Henry's birth. The 

death of their mother as well as their father's marriage to a woraan 

socially inferior upset the home life of the young Fielding children 

and raay have been one reason for the closeness which developed between 

Sarah and Henry. After her education at a Salisbury boarding school, 

Sarah lived with her grandmother, later suffering the discomforts of 

poverty after the older woman's death in 1733 e*̂  In the early 17^0 »s 

Sarah evidently moved to London, perhaps to gain financial support 

from her brother. Her early interests had been classical and scholarly, 

and, with such a literary background, she was weH prepared to enter 

the London circles of Samuel Richardson and Henry Fielding, 

Moving into London society, Sarah Fielding became a member of 

Richardson's circle of friends at the same time she was making her 

first literary contributions under Henry's guid.ance. Her connections 

to Richardson and Fielding are perhaps the main facts for which she 

is noted in most studies of the eighteenth-century English novel, for 

she bridged the division between these two literary rivals and prciTipted 

both of thera to praise her accomplishments. Despite her friendship 

No foraal biography of Sarah Fielding is in print. Biographical 
material cited in this study cciies largely from Cross's biography of 
Fielding, VJerner's unpublished dissertation on her life and works, and 
Johnson's introd.uction to the 1928 edition of her The Lives of Cleooatra 
and Octavia. 

F. Homes Dudden, Henry Fieldinp;: His Life, '^cTks_, ard Tî .es, I 
(Oxford, 1952), p. 505T Hereafter cited as'x)udden. 



with Richardson, Sarah Fielding maintained close connections with her 

brother during this period of her early attempts at witing. She lived 

in his home at Old BosweU Court from the time his first wife died in 

1 7 ^ until he remarried in 17^7 f and she depended on his advice as she 

wrote her novels and contributed to his periodicals, R. Brimley Johnson 

comraents on their association in his introduction to Sarah's The Lives 

of Cleopatra and Octavia; 

The close and understanding sympathy then evident between 
them must certainly have been the growth of years, He read 
her manuscripts, slightly revised and prefaced more than one 
of her books; while she contributed to his journals—the True 
Patriot, the Jacobites Journal, the Covent Garden Journal 
. . . wote up old narratives for his Detection of Kurder, 
and almost certainly supplied a letter in Joseph Ardrews.8 

In her experiences in London literary circles, then, Sarah Fielding was 

associated with both Henry Fielding and Samuel Richardson, but her close 

connections with Henry as his sister, his boarder, and his collaborator 

certainly indicate his more significant influence over her at the time 

when her David Simple was published. 

After Henry's secord marriage in 17^7» while she was in her forties, 

Sarah retired to the spinster society of Bath, vrhere she lived until 

her death on the ̂ IOO pension provided for her by faraily friend Ralph 

Allen, the prototype of Squire Allworthy in Fielding's Tc:i Jones." 

Her death on April 9» 1768, occasioned these two tributes from friends 

who evidently valued her amiable nature and learned accomplishments: 

%arah Fielding, Th£ Lives of Cleopatra and Octayia, ed. R. Brimley 
Johnson (London, 19287^ p. xxxv. 

'^IMd., p. xxxvi. 



How worthy of a nobler Monument but her name 
will be found \^itten in the Book of Life. 

—^mural tablet at grave— 

Her unaffected manners, candid mind, 
Her heart benevolent and soul resign'd 
Were more her praise, than all she knew and thought, 
Though Athens' wisdora to her sex she taught. 

—^ ieraorial at Abbey Church at Bath— 

Such posthuraous tributes as well as the personal alliances she con-

tracted during her life seera clear testiraony to her clever raind and 

agreeable personality. Even though her works have not gained fame for 

her, these two raemorials indicate the affection and respect which Sarah 

Fielding merited as a personality and as an author in the eighteenth 

century. 

The Adventures of David SimTÛe,, published in two voluraes in 17^, 

was Sarah Fielding's first novel and has reraained the work for which 

she is best kno'm despite her later novels and miscellaneous v/orks. 

The novel's success was evidenced by the publication of Famili ?.r Letters 

Between the Principal Characters of "David Simple" three years later in 

17^7» The characteristics of moralizing and weak plotting which were 

so evident in David Sjmple were even more obvious in this collection 

of moral essays in letter form. Fielding's most recent biographer 

Dudden describes the book in this way: "The Familiar Letters is a dull 

book, overflciTJjng vrith moral platitudes, and judiciously padded with 

irrelevant matter. . . . Indeed, the only interesting parts of it are 

the Preface and the last five letters, víhich were certainly Wx .̂n 

lOcross, III, p. 114. 
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by Fielding himself." She then prepared a third volume to David 

Simple, which was published in 1752 only to experience the unfortunate 

failure of many sequels, a failure even Richardson had suffered with 

his sequel to Paméla. Thus ended Sarah Fielding's eight years of 

involvement with David Simple and its sequels. 

The remainder of Sarah Fielding's literary career was involved 

with a variety of styles and subjects. Two more novels, The History 

of the Countess of Dellviyn in 1759 and The History of Ophelia in I76O, 

were of somewhat opposite natures, as the first dealt vxith a divorcee 

and the second with an ingenue. These two novels more or less 

traveled the spectrum of ferainine experiences frora the ideal marriage 

of the angelic heroine and her repentant kidnapper to the misery of a 

divorced woman forever disgraced. In addition to these novels, Sarah 

also produced other miscellaneous v7orks. The Governess in 174-9 became 

"a landmark in English literature for children"-̂ -̂  as it sought to 

instruct and entertain young ladies in their education. The Cry: A 

New Dramatic Fable. published in 1754 as a work of collaboration 

betv7een Sarah and Jane Collier, sought to entertain and instruct with 

its moralizing. In The Lives of Cleopatra and Octavia. published in 

1757f Miss Fielding presentcd the "autobiographies" of two famous women 

told by the spirits of the ladies themselves. Her last work in I762 

represented the most scholarly output of her pen as she translated 

^Dudden, I, p. ^5. 

l^Werner, 253. 

^3ibid.. 254 
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from the Greek portions of Xenophon's Keraoirs of Socrates. Such a 

vride range of works on a variety of topics testified to the versatile 

accoraplishment of Sarah Fielding, novelist, educator, moralist, biogra-

pher, and translator. 

Since David Sjjiple. Sarah Fielding's best knovm novel, is unfamiliar 

to conteraporary readers, the following coramentary about its reception 

along vjith a suraraary of the plot seeras most useful at this point as a 

foundation for this comparative study of the first novels of both 

Henry and Sarah Fielding. The novel was imraediately assigned to her 

brother at its publication in the early months of 1744-, Its satiric 

comments on the foibles of mankind and especially of London life along 

vrith its stylistic and mechanical similarities reminded readers of 

Henry*s Joseph Andrews published just two years earlier, The novel 

required a second edition a fevr months after its initial publication, 

for víhich, after his return from legal business avray frora London, 

Henry wrote a preface, In this preface Fielding denied his author-

ship of the novel and praised his sister's accomplishments, This 

mistaken assignment of David Sjînple to his pen along with his editing 

and prefacing of the second edition certainly indicate Fielding's 

influence on and involvement V7ith his sister's novel, 

The Adventures of David Simple: Containing; an Account of his 
^^MB^MH* «p>M*^M.w«M«M««wtMM»vB • • 1.1 • • •—!•»• I •III. • ^ 11 — ^ — i » w i » mmmmmmmmmi^m^m^^mømcm^rm^imm^ mi^mmam ^ M ^ - I ^ — ^ M ^ » W ••! I • I » a . i ^ H W M H M W ^ M * 

Travels Through the Cjties of London and V7estininstGr, in the Search 

of â  Real Friend reads the title page of Sarah Fielding's story about 

David Simple's search for the qualities of true friendship and for a 

person who víould embody these qualities, David's search is instigated 

by the painful exporience of his brother's deceit at the beginninj 
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of the novel, His brother Daniel, whora David loved dearly as a brother 

and friend, forges their father's vTÍll so that he may gain all the 

inheritance and leave David with nothing, Through the help of an uncle 

and the confession of tv7o guil.ty servants, David discovers his brother's 

treachery and regains his fortune, After the disillusionment of this 

situation, David first determines to live without friendship or love 

rather than be disappointed again, At last, however, he decides to 

search through London and Víestminster, hoping to find a person vího V7ill 

fulfiH his idea of a true friend, 

David's search takes him first to the Royal Exchange, V7here he 

witnesses treachery on all sides as men, out of envy ar̂ d greed, trick 

others into bijying useless stock, Kaving been asked to dinner by a 

jeweler he has met at the Exchange, David falls in love V7ith the jewe-

ler's daughter, v̂ ho seems the fulfillment of his search for friendship 

and love, He is sadly disillusioned, however, when the young lady, 

Miss Johnson, cannot decide V7hether to marry David for his person or 

a rich old Jew for his money, Hiss Fielding comments that the young 

lady suffers a natural conflict betv7een choices V7hich appeal to both 

sides of her nature, the choices of love and money: "For to talk of 

teraptation at a distance, and to feel it present, are tv70 such very 

different things, that every body can resist the one, and very few 

14 people the other," David solves the girl's dilemma by giving her 

up willingly to the Jew and departing to continue his search, Though 

l^Sarah Ficldijig, The Adventures of ayid Sjmnle, 2nd ed., I 
(London, 1744-), p. 59. Subsequent references to quotaticns frcm 
David Simple V7ill be parenthetical. 
— ^ M I • • • ! • • • M i • I • * • • • • * 
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discouraged by this brief love affair, David is convinced of the v7orth 

of his search, for "his ovTn mind V7as a proof, to him that generosity, 

good-nature, and a capacity for real friendship, were to be found in 

the world." (D, S,. I, 74-75). 

In weekly moveraents to different lodgings as well as in his V7an-

derings in the city, David discovers the paradoxes and contrasts in 

human nature, His adrairation for three daughters grief-stricken by 

their father's death turns to araazement as he sees them fighting over 

a fine carpet their father had oi-Tned, A carpenter's praise for his 

paragon of a wife is somevrhat soured when David meets the slovenly, 

rude, domineering v7oman in question; and, conversely, David is shocked 

to find a neat, loving, dutiful woman as the wife of a man who clairas 

to be married to a worthless, lazy V7ench, Four men who sup one night 

V7ith David denounce individually the very vice each is guilty of him-

self, Thus David comes to realize the paradox and duplicity V7hich 

impede man's development as a true friend to another, 

David's next series of experiences involves him V7ith three gentle-

men who guide him in the observation and analysis of people in various 

social circumstances, David first raeets î' r. Orgueil at Covent-Garden 

and attentively hears this man's observations on the hypocrisy and ill 

humor of the various groups and persons the tv7o men see and associate 

with, David later discovers from a Mr, Spatter that Mr, Orgueil per-

forms the right and proper thing because of the esteem such action will 

bring him rather than because of any sympathetic nature. Convinced 

that Orgueil is guiJ-ty of the same hypocrisy he h-ns denounced, David 

proceeds to visit the entertainments of high society with Sp-.tter. 
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Koving between gaming tables, toilette conversations, and literary 

discussions provides David with an enlightening and often amusing view 

of the suporficialities of the London elite. As the fine ladies voice 

their dislike of the loî  characters in Shakespeare and the contemporary 

story of George Barnv7ell, David expresses his cwn opinion of the purpose 

of literatui'e: "The only way of xíriting V7ell was to draw all the cha-

racters from nature, and to affect the passions in such a manner, as 

that the distresses of the good should move compassion, and the amiable-

ness of their actions incite men to imitate thera." (D, S,, I, I56), 

Later, learning of the pleasure Spatter takes in satirizing and abusing 

his friends and acquaintances, David leaves Spatter's company, goes to 

live V7ith a Kr, Varnish, and begins his first encounters with the other 

characters v7ho V7ill occupy important places in the remainder of the novel, 

While visiting at a lady's home V7ith Varnish, David sees a young 

v7oman laistreated and asks to hear her life story so that he may relieve 

her unhappiness; David's meeting with the lovely Cynthia begins the 

movement toward the successful conclusion of his search for a real 

friend, In three chapters Cynthia tells of the suffering she has under-

gone because of a spitefully envious family and the supercilious cruelty 

of her present mistress, who masks her treatment of Cynthia with a pre-

tence of friendship, Her a-7n unfortunate circumstances move Cynthia 

to accept David's offer of support, and so she leaves the house where 

she has suffered so much hurailiation, Because her heart is devoted to 

a childhood friend, Cynthia seeks to discourage David's developing affec-

tion for her by traveling to the country for a brief visit, David is 

now free to luingle V7ith the lower classes of London life and to ncet 

the other two characters so important to the conclusion of the novel. 
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At the house V7here he takes lodgings, David encounters a young 

brother and sister who are threatened by starvation and eviction because 

of their poverty, He relieves all their distresses; and, once they are 

recovered, he asks to hear their story, The sister Carailla relates to 

David how she and her brother Valentine lost their father's favor and 

V7ere turned out of their hcme penniless. A selfish and wily stepmother 

had convinced Carailla's father that his two children were not only 

disobedient and ungrateful but had even comraitted incest, Such an 

accusation had so horrified. the relatives and friends of Camilla and 

Valentine that the two V7ere left destitute of understanding and of aid 

as David had found thera, The discovery that Cynthia is a dear friend 

to Camilla and Valentine and the return of Cynthia to London bring a 

happy association of these three friends under the patronage of the 

good-hearted, generous David Siraple, 

The remainder of the book is largely concerned with further tales 

of the misfortunes and foolishness of human nature, First, Cynthia 

relates the foolish conversations of an arguraentative atheist and a 

gentleraan "butterfly" v7ho traveled with her to London, The four friends 

then drive through the city commenting on the passing sights and on the 

human situation in general, The unfortunate story of Isabelle, sister 

of the Karquis de. Stainville and. guest at the house where the four 

friends reside, provides perhaps the most sentimental tale of the entire 

novel, This young lady relates to the four solicitous friends the story 

of the great friendship between her brother and his friend Dmont, a 

friendship destroyed by the Karquis' V7ife, The wife had fallen in love 

with her husband's best friend and hr.d frantically demanded that Dumont 
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not marry Isabelle as he had planned, The Marquis, believing his wife 

and friend were lovers, killed the truest of friends, As a lighter 

narrative, Cynthia later describes the wiles used by a coquette to 

please six different types of men, always remembering the tenet that 

one must never shô'í too much love to the man she wishes to govern, 

These various taíes and comments tie the novel's theme of friendship 

to another basic characteristic of Miss Fielding's writing, the percep-

tive analysis of huraan motivation, 

To conclude the novel's action, CamiHa and Valentine's father 

appears to ask his children to forgive hira for misjudging thera, The 

reconciliation of the faraily brings fortune to Camilla and Valentine 

and opens the V7ay for the double wedding all four young people have 

yearned for but have never thought possible, Carailla and David along 

with Cynthia and Valentine marry on the follov7Íng morning and begin a 

life of mutual love and friendship: 

Every little incident of life was turned into some delicate 
pleasure to the v7hole company, by each of them endeavoring 
to m.ake every thing contribute to the happiness of the 
others, , , , In short, it is impossible for the raost lively 
imagination to form an idea more pleasing than what this 
little society enjoyed, in the true proofs of each other's 
love, (D. S,. II, 319) 

In the two aforementioned sequels to David Simple, Sarah Fielding 

emphasized more obviously the didacticism which appeared in the first 

novel, Familiar Letters Between the PrijiciT al Characters in "David 

Simple" included letters betv7een David, Camilla, Valentine, and Cynthia 

discussing raoral and social prob3-ens, The third volume to David Sjniple 

brought a disastrous er-d to the happiness of the foui' porfect friends 
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as misfortune foHowed misfortune tiH oi-ily Cynthia and her child 

remained alive. This tragic end to David Simple's story seemed sone-

what fitting in view of the unique character of David himself. As 

Foster has stated it, "The passive sentimental David was too tender 

for this hard world. . . . Ánd his was not the responsibility for 

these calaraities, for he v̂ as a saint, a sentimental one."^ 

The plot of Henry Fielding»s The Histpry of the Adventures of 

Joseph Andrews and of his Friend Mr. Abraham Adgms hardly needs a 

lengthy summary because of its familiarity, but a glance at its basic 

outline and characters may refresh the reader's mind for this compara-

tive study of it and David Simple. The basic fraraev7ork of Joseph Andrews 

was developed from Samuel Richardson's Pamela published in 1740. Joseph 

Andrews, as the brother of the virtuous Paraela, seeks to maintain his 

chastity as he serves as footman in the household of Thomas Booby, an 

uncle of Pamela's Mr. B. After the widowed Lady Booby and her chamber-

maid Mrs. Slipslop make unsuccessful attempts to seduce the viirbuous 

Joseph, the young man is dismissed from the household because of the 

rage of these two scorned women. At this point the novel largely 

discontinues to be similar to Pamela as Joseph begins his joiimey home, 

meets his friend Parson Adams and then his true love Fanny Goodwill, 

and encounters a variety of adventures en route. 

After first suffering a robbery and beating, Joseph is taken to 

the Tov7-wouse inn, at which he meets Parson Adams, From there the two 

depart, headed for Booby manor. As they travel, the two men encounter 

^^Foster, p. l'^. 
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a variety of characters and experience a variety of situations on the 

English highways. Joseph's sweetheart Fanny, who has come to raeet him, 

is fortunately rescued frora rape by Adams and joins her tv7o friends as 

they travel, The attacks of robbers and bullies, the inhumanity of 

their fellCT'Tmen, and the uncertainty of their ot̂ n financial resources 

all threaten this sincere and pure-hearted trio as they travel; but 

they always manage to escape from all dangers and arrive at last at 

the Booby estate, 

The arrival of Lady Booby, folloîred by her nephev? Mr, Booby and 

his wife Paraela, returns the plot to its Richardsonian fraraework as 

the novel nears its conclusion, Struggling between her love for 

Joseph and her aristocratic pride, Lady Booby seeks either to gain 

Joseph for herself or to overcome her passion, Her attempts to halt 

the approaching marriage of Joseph and Fanny are unsuccessful because 

of Parson Adams' loyalty to his two young parishioners and to his 

religious principles, A series of revelations of true identities at 

last brings the novel to a happy conclusion for all but the frustrated 

Lady Booby, Fanny is discovered to be Pamela's sister while Joseph, 

a changeling stolen by the gypsies, is really the son of a Mr, Wilson, 

a country gentleman met by the travelers on their journey, The marriage 

of Joseph and Fanny, their settlement near the V/ilsons' country estate, 

and the presentation of a fine curacy to Parson Adams bring the novel's 

plot to a "happily-ever-after" conclusion, 

Despite the apparent dissimilarity bet̂ .reen these two plots, a 

closer examination of the first novels of both Heniy and Sarah Fieldin^ 

will indicate the :-,:utual syinpathies of this brother and sister. By 
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comparing the preliminary material, the structure, the characterization, 

and the style of Joseph Andrews and David Sjmple. I shall demonstrate 

the sliailarities between these two works and thus the signif icant 

influence of Henry Fielding, master novelist, on his sister and fellow-

novelist, Sarah Fielding. 



CHAPTER II 

PRELIMINARIES AND PREFACES 

Sirailarities betv7een Joseph Andrews and David Siraple appear 

obvious even before one reads the texts. Such prelirainary material 

as the technical appearance and organization of the books, the chapter 

headings, and the prefaces relate the books in appearance, format, and 

general purpose. Thus eighteenth-century readers might have been jus-

tified in thinking that Henry Fielding VTrote David Simple as they noted 

similarities in outv7ard appearance and organization betv7een it and 

Joseph Andrev7s. With the opening paragraph of his preface to the second. 

cdition of his sister's book, Fielding clarified the authorship question: 

As so many worthy persons have, I am told, ascribed the honor 
of this performance to me, they will not be surprized at see-
ing ray name to this preface: nor am I very insincere, when 
I call it an honour; for if the authors of the age are amongst 
the number of those who have conferred it on me, I know very 
few of thera to whcan I shall retum the compliment of such a 
suspicion. (D. S.. I, iii) 

He also associated David Sjmple with the ccmic prose epic genre which 

he had expounded in his preface to Joseph Andrev7s. and thus these tv7o 

prefaces established a basis of comparison more substantial than mere 

similarities in superficial characteristics. 

A quick glance at the size, general organisation, publisher, and 

even the book advertiseraents of the 1744 edition of David Sî .ole enpha-

sizes its similarity to Joseph Andret7S. Both books were first published 

in two duodecimo volumes, subdivided into four books, and then divided 

into chapters. Sarah's publisher Andrew Millar had also published Henry's 

16 
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Joseph Andrews two years earlier. Just preceding the table of contents 

of pavid Sijiple appeared a page of book advertisements, including one 

for Joseph Andrews; following the last page of the first volume appeared 

another list of advertisements headed by a notice of Fielding's three-

volurae Miscellanies. These sirailarities, although not basic for a 

comparative analysis, certainly were factors influencing his contempo-

raries in guessing that David Simple V7as, indeed, the second novel by 

Henry Fielding, 

In the opening chapter of the second book of Joseph Andrews, 

Fielding states the purpose for dividing his book into chapters and 

for inscribing them with titles: 

First, those little spaces between our chapters may be 
looked upon as an inn or resting place, where he Cthe readerf 
may stop and take a glass, or any other refreshment, as it 
pleases him. . , . Secondly, what are the contents prefixed 
to each chapter but so many inscriptions over the gates of 
inns, to continue the same metaphor. informing the reader 
what entertainment he is to expect.16 

By following this same purpose, Sarah Fielding adopted the use of 

chapter divisions and lengthy, often humorous chapter titles in 

David Simple to follow the pattern set for her by her brother in 

Joseph Andrews, The similarities in chapter headings provided another 

reason to connect these tv70 novels in authorship and influence. 

Although raany of the chapter titles in both novels are merely 

informative, several examples of tongue-in-cheek comments by the 

•*" Henry Fielding, Joseph Andrews and Shamela, ed. Kartin C. 
Battestin (Boston, I96I), pp. 73-74. Subsequent references to 
quotations frora Joseph Andrews will be parenthetical. 
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authors may indicate similarities in approach. Hastery of the art of 

understatement seeras evident in these two chapter titles, the first 

from Joseph Andrê rs. the second frora David. Simple: "A pleasant dis-

course betvíeen the tv7o parsons and the bookseller, V7hich V7as broken off 

by an unlucky accident happening in the inn, which produced a dialogue 

betv7een ̂ írs. Tow-wouse and her maid Betty of no gentle kind" (Book I, 

Chapter XVIII), "In V7hich is seen the possibility of a married couple's 

leading an uneasy life" (Book I, Chapter III), The folloîíing chapters 

offer the reader food metaphors as literary teraptation: "A scene of 

roasting very nicely adapted to the present taste and times" (J, A,, 

III, vii), "Containing such a variety, as makes it impossible to draw 

up a bill of fare; but all the guests are heartily welcome; and I ara 

in hopes every one will find something to please his palate" (D. S,, 

IV, iii), Designs to instruct the reader seem the guiding purpose 

in these two chapters: "Containing the exhortations of Parson Adams 

to his friend in affliction; calculated for the instruction and ira-

provement of the reader" (J. A.. H I , xi), " íhich is writ only V7ith a 

vicw to instruct our readers, that whist is a game very much in fashion" 

(D, S,, II, i),. Clipped and clever titles also appear in both novels 

to catch the reader off guard and raake hira smile: 'Ĥ 'hich some readers 

wiH think too short, and others too long" (J, A,, III, viii), "Con-

taining tv70 weddings, and consequently the conclusion of the book" 

(2J!.-§̂ » -̂ t ^)» These similar chapter headings V7ould naturally lead 

readers to suspect Henry Fielding as the author of both novels. 

Perhaps the raost significant links between Joseph Andrcvrs and 

David SimDle are Henry Fielding's prefaces to both novels. Fieldin^'s 
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theory of the comic epic in prose V7as presented in his ov7n novel and 

was further explained and exemplified iji the preface to his sister's 

book, Fielding evidently felt that with his novels he had founded a 

new type of literature which required a thorough definition, As Homer 

Goldberg states in his study of the tv7o prefaces: 

He had written a book V7hich he believed to be the first of 
its kind in English, though he had seen works of the same 
species in translation or in another tongue. In contrast 
to Defoe and Richardson, he was not embarrassed to acknow-
ledge it a fiction, and he wanted to formulate for his 
reader a conception of its basic forra, not in its particu-
larity but as a raeraber of a perceptible literary kind, and 
to distinguish that kind from a variety of other species of 
VTriting with which it might be confused.l? 

Claiming that both Joseph Andrews and David Simple were examples of 

this comic prose epic, Fielding prefaced both books with explanations 

of this theory and its relation to the tv7o novels. 

Fielding's preface to Joseph Andrev7s has been called by KcKillop 

"the most iinportant critical document in the history of English prose 

"I o 

fiction up to this time." Certainly his theory of the comic prose 

epic V7as a pioneering study of the purpose and accomplishment of prose 

fiction, a type of writing V7hich before had been disguised by raasks 

of supposed reality, With this preface he sought to dignify the exis-

tence of prose fiction, especially ccmic prose fiction, As Baker states, 

"He discarded both Defoe's raethod of the conscientious reporter and 

'Homer Goldberg, "Ccmic Prose Epic or Ccnic Romance: The Argument 
of the Preface to Joseph Anire-.7s," Philolo.̂ ical Quarterly, XLIII 
(April, 1964), 214, Hereafter cited as Goldberg. 

•̂ Âlan Dugald McKillop, Th^ Early Mr.5ters of Sn-lish Fiction 
(Lawrence, Kan., 1956), p. 101. 
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Richardson's subterfuge of authentic letters, V/ithout making any 

elaborate pretences, he stationed hiraself at the point of view of the 

omniscient spectator and launched straightv7ay into his prose epic,"-^" 

Fielding expressed his belief in the unique nature of the comic prose 

epic in the opening paragraph of the preface to Joseph Andrevjs: "It 

may not be improper to premise a fevr words concerning this kind of 

writing, which I do not reraember to have seen hitherto atterapted in 

our language," (J, A.. 7), 

Using the lost comic epic of Homer as an exaraple, Fielding relates 

his novel to the epic tradition and further states that since epics 

may be tragic or coraic, so they may be either in verse like Homer's or 

in prose like his ovm, As a comic romance, the coraic prose epic differs 

frora mere ccmedy by encompassing a greater variety of situations and 

characters, It differs from serious romance by dealing with ridiculous 

action, characters of inferior rank, arid ludicrous diction, At this 

point, hovfever, Fielding seeks to make clear the fact that his V7riting 

is comic rather than bin'lesque, Burlesque in V7riting, like caricatiire 

in painting, deals with the distorted and monstrous V7hile the comic 

deals with the ridiculous, 

Fielding's theory of the ridiculous as the realm of comic vn:iting 

is perhaps his most noteworthy comment in his preface to Joseph Andrews. 

where the foibles of men are subjected to ridicule, Cited as the true 

source of the ridiculous, "affectation proceeds from one of these two 

causes, vanity or hypocrisy: for as vanity puts us on affectin^ false 

characters, iji order to purchase applause; so hypocrisy sets us on an 

^^Baker, IV, p, 102, 
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endeavor to avoid censure, by concealing our vices under an appearance 

of their opposite virtues," (J, A,. 10). The discovery of the foolish-

ness of vanity and the falseness of hypocrisy by the reader produces the 

coraic effect intended by Fielding, He proceeds to conclude his comraents 

on the comic prose epic by subraitting his novel to the exaraination of 

the reader v7ho raay observe ho;-7 Fielding's theory applies to his v7ork: 

Having thus distinguished Joseph Andrews from the productions 
of romance writers on the one hand, and burlesque vTriters on 
the other, and given some fev7 very short hints (for I intended 
no more) of this species of v.̂ riting, which I have affirmed 
to be hitherto unattempted in our language; I shall leave to 
my good-natured reader to apply ray piece to my observations, 

(J. A,. 12) 

Fielding's preface to his sister's David Simple tv7o years later 

presented an extension of his theory of the comic prose epic folloîiing 

his opening refutation of his authorship of the book, Having previ-

ously proraised that he would never publish any of his works anonymously, 

Fielding was angered by suggestions that he had written and published 

anonymously not only David Sjmple but also various v7orks of low merit, 

Denying claims that any of this work V7as his, Fielding turned from 

personal justification to praise of his sister's novel, His affection 

for Sarah and his interest in her writing are evident in his kind 

comments about this young woman "whose sex and age entitle her to the 

gentlest criticism, V7hile her merit, of an infinitely higher kind, may 

defy the severest." (D. S.. I, viii-ix). He stated that his small 

part in the vTriting of the book consisted of certain hints as V7ell as 

corrections of grammar and style, Robert S, Hunting's ccraparative 

study of the first and second editions of Daviid Sjr'iple indicates that 
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this statement by Fielding actually minimized the considerable job of 

revising and correction that he had perforraed: 

Actually, he corrected hundreds of errors, large and sraall, 
Further, V7ith respect to Volume II, he did not confine his 
edltorial work to "some little directions," He did raake many 
fev7er revisions in Volume II than he did in Volurae I; but 
the fact that he made changes in every single chapter but 
one (Chapter IV of Book III) suggests that he gave to this 
second volurae considerable detailed direction,20 

Fielding vfent on to praise his sister's v7ork V7ith "the gentlest criti-

cism" as he claimed that "the merit of this v7ork consists in its vast 

penetration into human nature, a deep and profound discernraent of all 

the mazes, windings, and labyrinth, V7hich perplex the heart of man." 

(D, S,, I, viii), Having justified himself and his sister, Fielding 

proceeded to enlarge his explanation of the comic prose epic, 

After first mentioning his coraic prose epic theory and its inclu-

sion in the preface to Joseph Andrews. Fielding seeks to further define 

his topic by classifying epic types, The liad and Odyssey are examples 

of serious epics; The Rape of the Lock, an example of the comic postic 

epic; and Don Quixote, an example of the prose comic epic, Seeking 

to connect both his Jjgseph A.r4rĝ _̂5 8.ná Sarah's David Simple to this 

last epic category, he states that "of this latter kind is the book 

now before us, where the fable consists of a series of separate adven-

tures detached from, and independent on each other, yet all tending to 

one great end; , , , that the main end or scope be at once amiable, ridi-

cu ous and natural," (D,-_å£.» ^* ^ ) - ^̂ "̂ ^ ̂ ^^^ emphasis on what Goldberg 

^%oberb 3, Huntin^, "Fieldi^g's Rsvisionr. of D.-̂.vj-i S:nole," 
Boston University Studiles in Sn-li.?h, III (1937), 3-20-121, 
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calls "episodic unity" and its three characteristics, Fielding stresses 

the importance of the unified effect rather than the final climax in 

a comic prose epic. The weddings V7hich provide conclusions to both 

Jpseph Andrews and Dayid Simple are not so important, then, as the 

total effect of the novels. After thus enlarging his theory of the 

comic prose epic, Fiolding salutes the unified effect of his sister's 

novel with this stateraent: 

As the incidents arising frora this fable, tho' often sur-
prising, are every vs'here natural, . . . so there is one 
beauty very apparent, which hath been attributed by the 
greatest of critics to the greatest of poets, that every 
episode bears a manifest impression of the principal design, 
and chiefly tums on the perfection or imperfection of 
friendship; of which noble passion, frcm its highest purity 
to its lov7est falsehoods and disguises, this little book is, 
in my opinion, the most exact model. (D, S,. I, xi) 

The two prefaces vTritten by Henry Fielding are certainly the most 

obvious evidence of the link between his Joseph Andrews and Sarah's 

David Sjmple, Fielding not only states that he has revised and cor-

rected his sister's novel but also categorizes her v7ork as a second 

exaraple of the ccmic prose epic theory which he had explained in the 

tvTO prefaces. Goldberg emphasizes this linkage as he comments: 

Cthere isD a considerable continuity of thought between 
the Preface to Joseph Andretrs and the Preface to David 
Simple. In distinguishing two kinds of epic unity, and 
prescribing his three "difficult ingredients" Fielding 
would seera to be resuming the argument of the earlier 
Preface where he left off, for each of these points adds 
a further specification concerning the action or object 
of the v7ork thereby extending the process vrhich preoc-
cupies Fielding in the second half of the 1742 Preface.̂ -̂  

^^oldberg, 212, 



By connecting his sister's novel to his theory of the coraic epic in 

prose, Fielding himself provides a basis for a ccmparative analysis 

of her work and Joseph Andrews as examples of a new genre of English 

literature. 

Under scrutir^ it seems obvious that both Joseph Andrevrs and David 

Simple possess the characteristics of the comic prose epic, In his 

word-by-word analysis of the term "coraic epic in prose," V/, L, Renwick 

defines Fielding's theory in a V7ay which we may apply to both novels 

to test their validity as examples of this literary type. The word 

"comic" provides the adjective which explains the motives of the epic, 

the motives of pleasure, realism, and a wide range of interests. The 

word "epic" implies concern vTÍth matters of serious import; in the case 

of these novels, the importance of human follies and foibles. And the 

phrase "in prose" brings the literature down to the realm of the ordinary 
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rather than the super world of traditional verse epics. Both Joseph 

Andrews and David Simple study the follies and foibles of mankind with 

realistic insight that covers a wide range of subjects all expressed 

in the oix3inary prose of the real world. Fielding's definition of 

the comic prose epic, complete in the two prefaces studied here, thus 

provides a basic link in the intent and the accoraplishment of both his 

own and his sister*s novels. 

This examination of the preliminary material and the prefaces to 

Henry Fielding*s Joseph Andrews and Sarah Fielding's David Sjmple 

emphasizes apparent similarities between the two novels before one even 

^^. L. Renwick, "Comic Epic in Prose," Essays and Studies b^ 
Members of the English.Association. XXXII (1946), 41J+2, 
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considers the texts of the stories, Identical format in volume number 

and size, book number, and chapter division, along V7ith the stylistic 

similarities in humorous chapter headings might easily have suggested 

a relationship betv7een the two novels even though it did not extend to 

the single authorship suggested by sorae readers. The prefaces to the 

tvío novels, both V7ritten by Kenry Fielding, develop his theory of the 

coraic prose epic and its relationship to both Joseph Andrews and David 

Simple. Thus Fielding himself asserts a connection betv7een his novel 

and his sister's, a connection which relates the two v7orks much more 

significantly than do the superficial similarities of the other preli-

minaries. 



CHAPTER III 

STRUCTURAL UNITY 

Both Joseph Andrev7s and David Simple can be loosely classified 

as raembers of the picaresque tradition in the developraent of the English 

novel. The episodic structures of the two novels lead the main charac-

ters through a variety of disjointed adventures and lengthy digressions. 

A basic unity of structure, however, shapes the novels to fulfill Fielding's 

concept of episodic unity. As he explained in his preface to David Simple, 

the separate and independent adventures in the novels were all directed 

toward one end or goal. In Joseph Andr_ev7s this goal is the presentation 

of the ridiculous; in DaiLÍâ. Simnle the goal is the study of the perfections 

and imperfections of friendship. Thus, despite the apparent lack of 

carefully plotted structures, Joseph Andrevfs and David Sj.mple fulfill 

Fielding's theory of structural unity as each separate adventure and each 

digression direct attention to the basic goal of its novel. 

The two novels do not use similar approaches to present their basic 

goals. Henry Fielding's presentation of the vanity of men involves a 

number of spirited adventures and a lengthy journey. Sarah's study of 

friendship, on the other hand, is basically a quiet story of retold 

experiences and limited travel. Fielding deals with the present in 

all its excitement and energy, Sarah deals with the past and its pain-

ful or pleasant memories. Despite this difference in approach, hcwever, 

both tales provide a variety of experiences and a variety of characters, 

thus reserabling the picaresque tradition. Both also stand up to the 

test of Fielding's theory of episodic unity. The follo;-7Íng study of 
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the separate novels eraphasizes theÍT unity in both the raain narratives 

and the digressions, 

V/ith affectation as his unifying theme, Fielding in Joseph Andrews 

proceeds to place his numerous characters in situations which shov7 

how men, through the affectations of vanity and hypocrisy, prove them-

selves ridiculous, As Battestin says in his study of Joseph Andrews, 

"The characters and plot of Joseph Andrews mutually function to illu-

strate the dominant thematic motifs of the novel, namely, the exposure 

of vanity and hypocrisy in society, and the recciriaendation of their 

antithetical virtues—charity, chastity, and the classical ideal of life,"^3 

Even though they occasionally shcT traces of affectation themselves, 

the main characters, Adaras, Joseph, and Fanny, provide contrasts to 

the affected characters they encounter, 

The picaresque in Joseph Andrews arises from the variety in the 

novel's three-part structure, As Joseph moves from the city, along 

the English highvrays, and into the countryside, opportunities for a 

variety of experiences beccne available. But this three-part struc-

ture is more than a framework for the picaresque, It also provides a 

wide range of opportunities for Fielding to portray the ridiculous as 

he sees it in the city, on the road, and in the country. The vanity 

of Lady Booby and Mrs. Slipslop as they seek to seduce Joseph in town, 

the hypocrisy of Parson Trulliber in refusing to aid the needy travelers 

on the road, and the vanity of the newlyv;ed Pamela Booby at Booby manor 

^̂ îiartin C. Battestin, The Moral Bâ sj.̂  of Fieldin ̂'s Art: A 
Study pf Joseph Andrews, (Middletc-.Tn. Conn., 1959), p, 88. 
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are all examples of the basic aira in Joseph Andrews: to unmask the 

affectations of mankind, The variety of places, circurastances, and 

characters provided by the threefold background of city, road, and 

country allows Fielding broad scope for his purpose, 

In addition to the variety it makes possible, the city-road-country 

structure also provides a symbolic parallel representing the moveraent 

of the main characters from vanity to virtue through the maturing 

process of experience, Battestin explains the moveraent in this way: 

"The wayfaring of Fielding's heroes is purposeful, a moral pilgriraage 

frora the vanity and corruption of the Great City to the relative 

24 
naturalness and simplicity of the country," As a footraan in London, 

Joseph had begun to adopt the vanities of his fellow servants as he 

pampered his hair, led the riots in the playhouses, and became one of 

the smartest beaus in to:-7n, Lady Booby's atterapt at seducing him 

proved the turning point in his foppery and directed his thoughts to 

the natural virtue V7hich he had before been master of, As Joseph turns 

his back on the city, joins his fomier teacher and moral guide Parson 

Adams, and directs his path tcrjard his chaste and simple Fanny, he 

rejects the affectation V7hich had almost destroyed his virtue, 

As Joseph, Fanny, and Adams encounter the vanity, hypocrisy, and 

even maliciousness of their fellcwmen, their journey beccmes a maturing 

process, The naive Parson Adams, of course, never conquers his siraple 

trust in man's potential virtue, but even he is made to recognize the 

follies of raen as he reraarks to Hr. V/ilson, "Good Lord, what wicked 

24 Ibid.. p, 88, 
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times these aret" (J. A,. 171), Joseph comes to look at life and men 

realistically, often seeking to balance Adams' optimisra with his ovTn 

skepticism, V̂ Jhen a gentleraan at an inn proraises Adams any number of 

favors, Joseph raust convince the trusting parson that such lords never 

fulfill their proraises, As he traces Joseph's development through the 

novel, Dick Taylor states, "In the latter part of Joseph Andrews. 

Joseph shovis a raeasure of the realistic, practical wisdora and social 

balance that Fielding must have come to consider necessary before he 

created Allworthy and Harrison."^ Thus the second step in structural 

developraent, the Journey, provides the raaturing experience V7hich bridges 

the vanity of the city and the virtue of the country. 

The trimph of Joseph and Fanny over the scheraing Lady Booby in 

the "happily-ever-after" ending of Joseph Andrev7s emphasizes the final 

structural step, the settleraent of the characters in the country. Even 

in the country, however, the affectations of raan are obvious in the plots 

of Lady Booby and LaTTyer Scout and the vanity of the newly-raarried Paraela. 

Despite these ever-present exaraples of man's foUy, virtue triumphs in 

the lives of Joseph, Fanny, and Adams. By raaintaining their virtue 

despite numerous encounters V7ith vanity and hypocrisy, these three 

characters have earned the satisfaction of living in rural simplicity. 

Throughout the novel Fielding has focused his structural pattern on 

the revelation of human folly. Víith the three-part structural frame-

work, he has moved his characters frcrd vanity to virtue through the 

maturing process of observing the affectations of men. 

^ i c k Taylor, Jr., "Joseph as Hero in Joseph Anprê T̂s," Tulano 
Studies in Ens^lish, VII (1957), 93. 
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This same theory of affectation as the source of the ridiculous 

is also basic to the structural unity of David Sjmple. The focal 

point of Sarah Fielding's novel is actually the portrayal of the 

various facets of friendship, but her method of exaraining such friend-

ships often corresponds to her brother's raethod of discovering the 

ridiculous in human nature. By revealing the true natures of men, 

V7hich are often disguised by vanity and hypocrisy, David Simple seeks 

to find a friend v7hose good nature is not just a fa§ade of affectation. 

His search for such a friend provides the episodic action of the novel, 

action V7hich does not fit so neatly into categories as does the city-

road-country progression in Joseph Andrev7S. 

As Lady Booby's seduction attempt prorapts Joseph to seek virtue 

rather than vanity, so the deceit of Daniel prompts his brother David 

to search for a person v7hose exterior good nature is a true reflection 

of his inner motivation. The search is a sobering and disillusioning 

experience for David just as Joseph's journey is a maturing experience 

for hira. Both men learn to recognize the vanity and hypocrisy in 

human nature and deterraine to seek the antithetical qualities of honesty 

and virtue. David's search, unlike Joseph's journey, never carries 

hira outside the city of London, but his travels are as varied as Joseph's 

since they involve all levels of society, all types of personalities, 

and any nuraber of experiences. In the stock exchange, at the card 

tables of the elite, in the boarding houses of the middle class, and 

in the taverns of the poor laborers, David repeatedl.y discovers the 

ridiculous affectations and often the malicious motives of the majority 

of mankind. 
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Once David discovers persons who do not hide behind the roask of 

affectation, his search for true friendship is ended. By weaving 

through the little v7orld of London, David has observed the imperfec-

tions of friendship and has adopted an aversion to thera. He has 

rejected the negative qualities of vanity and hypocrisy as Joseph had 

done and has succeeded in replacing these with honesty and virtue. 

David, as V7ell as his friends Carailla, Valentine, and Cynthia, suffers 

mistreatment by persons v7ho have traded true friendship for selfishness. 

David at last establishes himself in a virtuous life of mutual friend-

ship V7ith his three true frieiids just as Joseph settles with Fanny in 

a life of rural simplicity. David, too, has progressed and matured to 

a state of virtue. 

Aside from the main plot in both Joseph Andrews and David Simple 

are digressions V7hich emphasize even further the structural unity of 

the novels, Even though such critics as Dudden reject the artistic 

merit of the digressions in Joseph Andrews, Cauthen and others erapha-

size the use of digressions as examples of Fielding's basic purpose, 

to expose the ridiculous: 

In this genre-m-''.king novel Fielding uses three structurally 
distinct stories as a means of playing a variation upon a 
basic theme, hostility to pretension. . . . Although they 
may not be as artistically successful today as they were 
in the eighteonth contury, they are closely related to 
Fielding's aesthetic of the novel, the exposure of Affec-
tation that arises from vanity or hypocrisy.2o 

261, B. Cauthen, Jr., "Fieldjjig's Digressions in Josc^h Andre::5." 
Colle.f̂ e En?ilis_h, XVII (1956), 382. Hereafter cited as Cauthon. 
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Víilson»s life story, the story of Leonora, and the incomplete tale 

of Leonard and Paul are the digressions in Joseph Andrews that serve 

as variants on Fielding's therae of huraan affectation. The life stories 

of Cynthia, Camilla and Valentine, and Isabelle in David Simple like-.jise 

provide extended exaraples of both tinie and false friendships. Thus the 

digressions in both novels reassert the central aim about V7hich the 

plots are structured. 

As they travel by coach, both Adams ard Joseph hear portions of the 

story of Leonora, or the Unfortunate Jilt. This Leonora, though courted 

by a virtuous and faithful young man named Horatio, is impressed V7ith 

the attentions of the foppish Bellarmine. After refusing the love of 

her devoted Horatio for the extravagant appearance and charm ôf Bellar-

mine, she is rejected by her fine beau because she lacks a fortune. This 

story, as Cauthen explains, clearly pictures the vanity and hypocrisy 

that are Fielding's themes: 

Leonora is held up as an object of ridicule for her vanity 
in her beauty, her pleasure in being admired by other women 
for Bellarmine's attentions, her pride in his coach and six, 
his French c othes, his superficial culture, and for her 
refusal of the honest and unaffected Horatio, Bellarmine 
is the hypocrite—his love is not for Leonora, but for 
Leonora's father's raoney. . , , The iLnriasking of the hypo-
crite and the exposure of Leonora's vanity carry out 
Fielding's general purpose for the novel in this digression, ' 

The history of Kr, VJilson pictures the m-ovoment from vanity to 

virtue which Fielding developed tbjroughout the novel, This country 

gcntleman's description of his ovTn youthful dissipation and despair 

27cauthen, 380, 
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provides a striking contrast to the viî tuous life V7hich he and his 

good V7ife now lead, As Cauthen explains, 'yilson's story thus is 

the biography of a vain wit, a ridiculous, affected, and at tiraes 

hypocritical fop, He suffers for his vanity, and the reader is both 

amused and instructed by the edifying account of his own unmasking and 

his reform."28 Wilson's early career of affectation, vanity, and hypo-

crisy beside his later life of rural virtue emphasizes clearly what 

Battestin calls the "symbolic polarity (city-country, vanity-virtue) 

that governs the action and meaning of the novel."^^ 

The incomplete story of Leonard and Paul, read to Lady Booby and 

her corapanions by young Dick Adams, is the third digression V7hich 

exeraplifies the folly of vanity. As Paul comes to visit his friend 

Leonard, he becomes erabroiled in the marital" squabbles of Leonard and 

his V7ife. Paul tries to solve the situation by privately agreeing 

with each party but encoui'aging each one to submit to the other. His 

attempts to pacify both parties eventually result in the couple's 

turning against him. Though the story is not corapleted by little Dick, 

its lesson is stiU evident accoixiing to this comjnent by Cauthen: 

Certainly the vanity of Leonard and his V7ife contaminates 
their minds as they seek preeminence over the other in 
each argument. Nor is the hypocritical attitude that 
their friend Paul proposes a solution to their vanity. 
Indeed, no solution is given, nor is there one to give 
except the self-refom or the consequent suffering that 
concludes the other two digressions that precede this one.30 

28Cauthen, 381. 

"joseph Andrews and Shrmela, ed. Martiji C. Battestin, p. xxxix. 

30cauthen, 38I. 
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These three digressions in Joseph Andrev7s all relate to Fielding's 

vanity-hypocrisy theme just as three raain digressions in David Simple 

exemplify Sarah Fielding's theme of friendship. David Sjmple contains 

a great many digressions as characters relate the raisfortunes and adven-

tures of their past lives to David, but the lijfe stories of Cynthia, 

Camilla and Valentine, and Isabelle are the three major digressions. 

In describing various forms of friendship, these digressions rely largely 

on the vanity-hypocrisy factor to unmask the selfish intentions of per-

sons v7ho fail to be true friends. Thus the pivotal point in Fielding's 

structure is adopted by his sister to develop her study of friendship. 

Cynthia, Camilla and Valentine, and Isabelle all suffer extreme 

emotional torment because they are mistreated by persons who had forraerly 

been their friends, The lady v7ho had kindly taken the horaeless Cynthia 

into her household eventually felt free to use Cynthia as a butt for 

insults and reproaches because of Cynthia's obligation to her, This 

lady sought to feed her vanity by humiliating and tormenting the depen-

dent Cynthia, Carailla and Valentine V7ere sacrificed to the selfish 

vanity of their stepmother Livia v7ho t-urned their devoted father against 

his only children, Because Livia did not V7ish to share the attentions 

or the income of her husband, she alienated hira from the most devoted 

of friends and children. The ideal friendship of Isabelle's brother, 

the Marquis de Stainville, and Duraont V7as destroyed by the jealous 

vanity of the Marquis' V7ife Doriiîiene. Because of her passion for her 

husband's best friend, Dorimene sacrificed the peace of mind of the 

Marquis and Isabelle and the very lives of Duriont and herself. In cach 

of these stories true friendships are underriiincd by the vanity of 
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selfish persons, Thus the digressions in both Joseph Andrê .TS and 

David Sjjiple emphasize the affectations of man and the results of 

such affectation on human relations, 

Presenting the concept of episodic unity in his preface to David 

Simple. Fielding had explained that the coraic prose epic consisted 

of "a series of separate adventures detached frora, and independent 

on each other, yet all tending to one great end," (B.Î_SÎ , If x). 

This one great end is the unifying factor on which the structures 

of both Joseoh Andrê fs and David Sjmple depend. The plots as well as 

the digressions from those plots relate to the basic theraes of both 

novels. The unity of the structures depends, then, not on the linkage 

of the separate episodes to each other but on the linkage of these 

episodes to the basic aira of the author. As Henry Fielding focused 

his attention on an expose of the ridiculous in Joseph Andrev7s. Sarah 

Fielding, using her brother's technique, sought to analyze the facets 

of friendship in David Simple, 



CHAPTER IV 

CHARACTERIZATION 

Within the picaresque framework of their novels, Henry and Sarah 

Fielding are able to present a great nuraber of characters from all 

levels of society, with all types of vices and virtues, motivated by 

a variety of emotions. Corresponding characters in both of these novels 

reflect the Fielding skiH of portraying human nature, a skiH V7hich 

William Hazlitt praised in this comment on Henry Fielding's novels: 

Fielding's novels are, in general, thoroughly his cr.Tn; and 
they are thoroughly English. V/hat they are most remarkable 
for, is neither sentiment, nor imagination, nor wit, nor 
even humour, though there is an immense deal of this last 
quality; but profound knov7ledge of human nature, at least 
of English nature; and m.asterly Dictxires of the characters 
of men as he saw them existing.3l 

A study of the vivid characterization in Joseph Andrews and David Sir.ple 

reveals similarities betvTeen the major characters, the type characters, 

and the secondary characters. 

Similarities in character types seem perhaps most obvious in the 

major male characters of Joseph Andrews, Abraham Adams, ard David Simple. 

The biblical names of these characters reflect the virtue, innocence, 

and simplicity of this trio of heroes, Joseph's name represents the 

chastity of his biblical counterpart; Abraham Adains reflects the inno-

cence and virtue of the two biblical characters for v7hom he is named. 

3-̂ The Complete V.̂ orks of 'wiHiarri Kazlitt: Lectures on thê  En^lish 
Comic y/riters and Lectures on the A^e qf Elizabeth, ed. P. P. Ho*.7e, VI 
iLÔndon, 1931). PP. 112-113. 
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the father of our race and the father of our faith; David Simple, as 

his last name indicates, is honest and trusting, vTÍthout the affectations 

of other men. As they corae into contact V7ith a variety of characters, 

Joseph, Adams, and David make unique and refreshing contrasts to the 

vanity, hypocrisy, and maliciousness of most men whom they encounter. 

Despite the variance in age betv7een Adams and the tv70 other heroes, 

youthful simplicity characterizes all three men. Perhaps Adams is the 

most innocent of the three since he seeras so unavmre of the deceit 

which Joseph and David eventually come to realize is so prevalent in 

the world. As Fielding describes him, 

He was besides a man of gocd sense, gocd parts, and good 
nature; but V7as at the same time as entirely ignorant of 
the vjays of this world as an infant just entered into it 
could possibly be. As he had never any intention to de-
ceive, so he never suspected such a design in others. 
He was generous, friendly, and brave to an excess; but 
simplicity V7as his characteristic. (J. A,, 17) 

In like manner, Sarah Fielding describes David Simple and his inno-

cence: "As he vras too young to have gained much experience, and never 

had any ill designs on others, never thought of their having any upon 

biî ." i^jL.A*.f 1» 3)- »Joseph, too, though not always so unsuspicious 

of men's motives as his friend Adaras, is often made to suffer because 

of the simplicity víhich prompts him to be honest and sincere, His 

honesty to Lady Booby's seductive suggestions causes him to lose his 

job; the influence of his foppish friends in the city does not change 

his basic virtue even though it encourages his vanity, All three heroes 

experience adventures V7hich open their eyes to the treachery of riankind 

but they never lose the virtuous and charitable natures which acco:ipany 

their simplicity. 
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Theso three men all possess the gocd nature which Battcstin des-

cribes as an "innate predisposition to virtue—a full, innocent, open 

heart that responds eraphatically to the joys and griefs of mankind, and 

this so strongiy that it impels CthemJ to translate sentiment into ac-

tion, love into charity,"^ Out of the natural goodness of their hearts, 

Adams, Joseph, and David seek to translate into action their sympathy 

for men, Adams responds eagerly to individual need with offers of any 

physical, spiritual, or material aid he can possibly provide, His 

strong arm, his moral theories, and even his last shilling are ever at 

the service of mankind, Joseph, too, unlike the hypocritical Peter 

Pounce, who is satisfied to possess the mere disposition to relieve 

distress, acts to relieve the distress he sees others suffer, He often 

has no more to offer than physical protection for his siieetheart Fanny 

and his friend Adams, but his V7illingness to give such aid testifies 

to his good nature, David's determination to relieve the sufferings 

of others is usually expressed in monetary aid since he is a wealthy 

man, but his sym.pathetic understanding is certainl.y no small comfort 

to the unfortunate sufferers he encounters, A H three men represent 

fully the completely moral man v7hom Battestin describes: 

The corapletely moral man, like the heroes of the novels, 
was by nature coripassionate, selfless, ard benevolent— 
his heart so open and innocent that its generous irapulses 
noeded, for his cvm sake and that of society, to be directed 
and controlled by reason, This T\rm, the good-r>atured man, 
V7anted no other inducement to norality than his cr.-7n bene-
volent disposition, His love for huraanity naturally 
expressed itself in acts of charity, the supreme virtue 

3^Joseoh Andrc"S ani Sĥ riela, ed. Martin C. Battestin, p. xxv. 
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and the sum of religion. Without charity, faith and 
kncwledge and ritual V7ere dead and were insufficient 
to salvation.33 

Along V7ith the three heroes of the two novels are three heroines 

who possess similar worthy characteristics. Fanny in Joseph Andrev7S 

and Camilla and Cynthia in David Sjmple are all pictures of feminine 

beauty, virtue, and good nature. Though Fanny is not as víell-bred as 

her fellow-heroines, as viitty as Cynthia, or as delicate as Camilla, 

she is still as virtuous, tender, and beautiful as her more refined 

coimterparts. The beauty possessed by these maidens is often in danger 

at the hands of such men as the "roasting" lord who has Fanny kidnapped 

and the country lord who asks Camilla to be his mistress, but their 

characters rer/iain unblemished as testimony to their chastity and virtue. 

Their o'.̂Tn self-respect and honor never allov? them to compromise their 

ideals for personal benefit, Tenderness of emotion and devotion to 

loved ones also characterize these three young ladies as they freeily 

sympathize v«7ith their fello;?men ar>d reriain fondly loyal not only to 

theii* lovers but also to their friends and family. In essence, these 

three ladies exemplify typical heroines, possessed of every worthy 

and virtuous trait, in contrast to the spiteful woxmen who appear else-

V7here in the novels. 

In the introductory chapter to Book III of Joseoh Andre-.rs, Fielding 

explains the purpose of his characterizations with these words: 

I question not but several of my readers will kno',-7 the 
lavryer in tho stagecoach the iiicr.ont they hear his voice. 
It is like-jise odds but the wit and the prude rieet V7ith 

33 Battestin, The. Mpral Basis of Fieldin--' s krt, p. 84. 
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some of their acquaintance, as well as all the rest of 
my characters. To prevent, therefore, any such malicious 
applications, I declare here, once for all, I describe 
not men, but manners; not an individual but a species. 
Perhaps it will be answered, Are not the characters then 
taken frcm life? To uhich I ansv7er in tho affirmative; 
nay, I believe I might aver that I have writ little more 
than I have seen. (J. A. I59) 

This design of representing a species rather than an individual surely 

seems most evident in the type characters in both Joseph Andrews and 

2âZM Siraple, Pairing corresponding types frora the two novels indicates 

that both Henry and Sarah used such characterizations to categorize men, 

Although ar^ number of secondary characters frora the two novels 

could be categorized as types, this study will consider only a few of 

the most obvious. Perhaps one of the favorite type characters of the 

eighteenth century V7as the fop or beau, and both these novels picture 

this type, Beau Didapper, Lady Booby's friend, ar̂ d the "butterfly" who 

travels in the same coach V7ith Cynthia represent male vanity and impo-

tence at its hoight, Didapper's high opinion of his own charms as he 

offers his attentions to Fanî:iy coincides with the butterfly's assurance 

that he will be irresistible to Cynthia, The firra repulses dealt both 

beaus by the ladies they had sought to honor with their attentions are 

just treatment for such porapous masculine vanity, As companion pieces 

to the tv70 fops, the ccquettes Leonora in Joseph Andrews and Corinna 

i^ Pg-vid Sinple represent foolish feminine vanity. Leonora, not satis-

fied V7ith the devotion of Horatio, jilts him for the superficial charm 

of Bellarmine only to suffer a final blcr.i to her vanity when Bellarmine 

jilts her, The French ccquette Corinna is never satisfied unless she 

has a number of suitors with vrhcn she can toy, She chooses to riarry 
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a man whose vanity is fed by his wife's popularity so that she may 

continue her coquetry as a married wcman, These two characters, the 

fop and the coquette, clesiTly exhibit one type of vanity which both 

Henry and Sarah Fielding sought to unmask in their novels, 

The gossip and the landlady, type characters V7hich are alv7ays popu-

lar in literature, add variety to the two Fielding novels. In the early 

chapters of Joseph Andrevrs. V7hi3.e Joseph is still in London, the reader 

encounters Lady Tittle and Lady Tattle who, upon seeing Lady Booby 

and Joseph arra-in-arm, make it their business to spread the gossip 

throughout town, The unnamed gossip in David Slmple differs in sex 

and station, but his eagerness to tell David and company all he knov7s 

about his neighbors, though constantly clairaing that he despises gossip, 

puts hira in the same category as his feminine counterparts. The vmfor-

gettable Mrs, Ta-7-vrouse in Joseph Andrews and Camilla and Valentine's 

landlady in David Sjmple are perfect examples of the power exercised 

by the promise of money, When Joseph is first brought beaten and 

penniless to the Dragon Inn, Mrs, Tow-wouse rails, "I know it is a 

poor V7retch; but what the devil have we to do V7ith poor wretches? . , . 

Well, then, where's his money to pay his reckoning? Why doth not such 

a fellow go to an alehouse? I shall send him packing as soon as I am 

up, I assure you," (J. A., 46), In like manner, David Simple over-

hears a landlady berating the starving, penniless Carailla and Valentine 

for not paying their rent. Hints that Joseph is a great man and that 

David V7Í11 pay the overdue rent quickly change the attitudes of both 

landladies as Mrs. To-.r-vrouse declares, "I am sure I am sorry for the 

gentlcTian's m.isfortune víith all my heart; and I hope the villain who 
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hath used hiiri so barbarously V7ill be hanged. Betty, go, see what he 

wants. God forbid he should vrant anything in ray house," (J. A.. 33), 

and Sarah's landlady mildly professes that "'she was sure no one could 

think her unreasonable in desiring what \ia.s her due, she asked no more; 

and if the gentleraan would proraise to pay for it, she would fetch thera 

any thing they V7anted, For her part, she V7as as wiHing to be obliging 

as another,'" (D. S.. I, 240). Thus literary gossips and landladies, 

never changing through the centuries, appear to plague men in the two 

Fielding novels. 

In these novels, wives, an ever-popular subject for ridicule, corae 

cast in two basic types, the domineering and the subraissive, Mrs, Tow-

wouse, who has already been discussed, is obviously the forraer type as 

she browbeats her V7eak husband and disrupts the entire inn V7hen she 

discovers hira in an indiscretion with the maid Betty. The carpenter's 

wife whora David encounters in his search is also domineering as she 

sleeps till noon, orders servants about, and basks in the devotion of 

a husband v7ho seems blind to her faults. Submissive V7ives provide a 

sharp contrast to these tv70 shrev7s, although their weakness is hardly 

more laudable. Krs, Trulliber abides the insults and orders of her 

hog-raising parson and defends him against the just accusations of 

Parson Adams, The young vroman in David Simple v̂ hose husband deno^onces 

her laziness and bad humor is, in truth, a devoted V7ife and mother 

whose only fault has been that of faithfully loving and blindly serving 

her ungrateful husband. These tv7o opposite types of wives are further 

testimony to the variety of type characters in the Fielding collection. 

The most tragic character in this grouping of Fielding typcs is 

the libertine, represented by the young Mr. v.'ilscn in Joseeh Ar.drevrs 
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and tho atheist in David Sjmple, As he tells his life story to Parson 

Adams, Kir, Wilson descrjbes the period of unbridled dissipation which 

he experienced as a young man, The vices of foppery, drinking, gambling, 

and debauchery had ruined his life until suffering in prison and the love 

for an honest woman cured his vrildness, Wilson's shocking recital of 

his own libertinism stirs AdaiTis to a startling realization of the wicked-

ness in the world. Thc drunken atheist, vrhose life story is repeated to 

David SiiTiple, adds the vices of crime and atheism to the tale of his 

V7asted life. Only the tî-ireat of approaching death moves him to repent 

of his V7icked life and to turn to divine comfort. The humor, the realism, 

and the tragedy of life are all pictured for the reader in this variety 

of type characters, each of v7hom represents not an individual person 

but a whole species of humanity. 

Other secondary characters in Joseph Andre-.rs and David SimDle merit 
* • • • • IMJI •! ^ • .11 • »lHfcll. l»ll » •• W M n » « M > H ^ I I ~ • 1 ! • 

more than Just tjrps-casting since they are such sharply individualized 

personalities. These characters, perhaps more than any others, provide 

the lively variety V7hich brightens the plots of both the novels. With-

out Lady Booby, Mrs, Slipslop, Peter Pounce, Lav7yer Scout, Parson Trulliber, 

and others, Joseph Andrews would lose rauch of its hxmior and satire, The 

portrayal of human vanity and hypocrisy in David Simple V70uld certainly 

be V7eakened by the removal of such characters as Peggy, Betty, Miss John-

son, Orgueil, Spatter, Varnish, and many others. These secondary figures 

provide both novels V7ith an even broader VÍCÎT of the variety in human 

nature, 

Lady Booby, v.̂ ith all her pride and passion, is reflected in several 

characters from David S_i_̂ i?le. As Lady Booby debates with herself about 
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the wisdom of loving Joseph, she reserables the jeweler's daughter Kiss 

Johnson v7ho ponders the choice of either the amiable David Simple or the 

rich old Jew for her husband, Indecision plagues both ladies until the 

decision is raade for thera when they lose their proposed lovers, Insin-

cere grief after a loved one's death is evident in the raourning of Lady 

Booby for her husband and of the three daughters for their father in 

David Sjmple, Lady Booby's card parties and her seduction of Joseph 

all occur during the v-7eek after Thomas Booby's death, The three daugh-

ters who moum most vocally their father's death shock David by fighting 

even raore vociferously over a fine carpet he has left them, Sarah 

Fielding's comraent on such insincere grief might apply to Lady Booby 

as much as it does to the three sisters: "It is not lanccmmon to see 

a whole house in tears, for the death of those very people they have 

hated and abused while livijig, tho' their grief ceases with their fu-

nerals," (D, S., I, 80). Another facet of Lady Booby's personality 

is reflected in the character of Cynthia's patroness. Lady Booby 

patronizes such persons as Joseph, Fanny, and Adams only as long as 

they serve her purpose and follow her directions; so, too, Cynthia's 

patroness takes Cynthia into her household only to use the helpless 

girl as a butt for her ovm insults and iH-humor. Lady Booby's com-

plex character is not equaled by one corresponding character in David 

Simjole, but glimpses of her personality appear in these various minor 

characters. 

The unforgettable Mrs. Slipslop also carmot be matched by any 

single character in David Sinple, but her unique characteristics find 

reflections in a few characters. Peggy, the servant in the Simple 
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household, and Betty, the maid of Kiss Johnson, both bear sorae simi-

larity to the v-7aiting-gentlev7oman Krs. Slipslop. As Slipslop agrees 

to overlook Lady Booby's indiscretion V7ith Joseph and is rewarded with 

Lady Booby's thanks and a new gov7n, so Peggy agrees to vritness the w i H 

forged by Daniel Simple in exchange for a fat bribe. The scene betvreen 

Miss Johnson and her maid Betty not only suggests the indecision of 

Lady Booby as mentioned before but also suggests the persuasiveness of 

Slipslop. Betty tries to convince Kiss Johnson to marry David rather 

than the rich old Jev7 because, as a footnote explains, she V7ants the 

Jew herself. In like marmer, Slipslop tries to turn Lady Booby against 

Joseph so that she can have him for herself. These slight coraparisons 

indicate characters similar to Slipslop, but they also indicate the 

impossibility of duplicating a character who, like Abrahara Adaras, is 

really unique and incomparable. 

Hypocrisy V7ith all its ridiculous and malicious characteristics is 

pictured in a variety of forras by such minor characters as Peter Pounce, 

Parson Tinilliber, and Lav-Tyer Scout in Joseph Andĵ 'ews and the trio, Orgueil, 

Spatter, and Varnish, in David Sjmple. Even though these characters are 

the hypocrites v.̂ hcm the Fie3.dings intend to unmask, each of them possesses 

a distinct personality. Peter Pounce, Lady Booby's greedy steward, pom-

pously reveals his hypocrisy to Parson Adaras V7hen he explains that he 

firmly believes in charity as a disposition to relieve the distressed 

rather than the acts that V70uld bring such relief. Parson Trulliber, 

to whora Adaras appeals for a r/:all loan, denies the tenets of the faith 

he preaches by refusjmg to relieve the distresses of his fellc-.r-clergyiian, 

Trulliber is the supposed Christian who parrots fine speeches c.bout faith 
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without practicing good works to prove his faith. Lawyer Scout, Lady 

Booby's tool to prosecute Joseph and Fanny, is the would-be lawyer who, 

without the kncr.Tledge and skill necessary to the profession, establishes 

hiraself as legal advisor for the countryside. As corapanions to David 

Simple during his search, Orgueil, Spatter, and Varnish eventually reveal 

characteristics quite opposite frora those they appear to possess. The 

virtuous Kr. Orgueil, David discovers, doss the right and proper thing 

only because it will gain esteem f or hiraself rather than because of 

any sympathetic nature. Mr. Spatter, though amiable in company and 

freely charitable, delights in satirizii:ig and abusing persons when their 

backs are turned, On the other hand, the pleasant Kr, Varnish, v7ho 

praises everyone he meets, never lifts a fingor to prove his esteera 

and sympathy for others, A3J. these characters frora both Joseph Andrê .rs 

and David SimfîlG play at the garae of appearing to be what they are not, 

until the Fielding pens mercilessly conderan their hypocrisy, 

The picaresque structure in both Joseph Andrevjs and David Simple 

provides a broad framevrork not only for the studies of affectation and 

friendship but also for multiple studies of character. As Joseph tra-

vels through city, highv7ay, and country and as David searches through 

London and V/estminster, they both encounter a number of different charac-

ters frora all levels of society, involved in aLl types of circumstances. 

The variety of characters in the Fielding novels might be examined even 

further to prove sDJ7i.ilarities, but the comparisons studied here seem 

ample evidence that many tyTpes of characters are fundamentally alike in 

both novels. 



CHAPTER V 

STYLE 

Henry Fielding's style as a novelist is another basis for his 

farae; his sister's novel does not reflect comparable skill perhaps 

because she lacked the early training he had acquired in VTriting many 

plays, The liveliness of his style, its first-person familiarity, its 

satiric humor, its entertaining ease are only occasionally matched by 

his sister's pen, Some sirailarities are apparent, ha-̂ ever, in a study 

of some selected passages from Joseph Andrews and David Sjmple, 

Both Henry and Sarah adopt the attitude and tone of the omniscient 

author, a stylistic approach seldom used by earlier fiction writers, 

Unlike Defoe, who claimed his tales were actual biographies, or Richard-

son, who claimed the authenticity of his first-person letters, Henry 

clearly professes his role as the creating author of a fictitious world 

of characters and situations, His prefaces to both Joseph Andrews and 

David Simple explain the purposes of the two comic prose epics, thus 

revealing to the reader the raotives and goals of his work, Throughout 

Joseph Andrews Fielding freely advises the reader about his progressing 

purposes, Sarah does not follow her brother's tcchnique of including 

prefatory chapters to each book; but she, like Henry, addresses the 

reader and advises him about how he should react, This personal approach 

to authorship, so aptly describe-d by both McKillop and V.̂ right in cci-.ents 

on Fielding's novels, applies to the styles of both Henry and Sarah: 

Fielding does not morely co.mment on his characters and 
their actions; he refers explicitly to his plans and 

47 
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methods as the v/riter of the story, and to the reader's 
possible reactions,34 

•"̂  Joseph Andrev7s the narrator masquerading as an author 
is the player v7ho by his opening fanfares as well as by 
his preliminary gambits and interruptions reminds us 
that V7hat he is telling is a story, that V7hat he fabri-
cates is for all its fidelity to nature ultimately and 
deliberately faithless to mere fact, that V7hat he is 
offering is not a guide to life but the transfiguration 
of life víhich is his art,35 

Honest3y adopting tho role of author, both Heru'y and Sarah freely 

comment on the scenes they picture and on the moral questions they pose, 

Their extraneous comments often beccrae lengthy digressions, but such 

comments serve as clear indications of the author's attitude and of the 

attitude he expects his reader to adopt, The follcr.'7Íng quotations from 

Joseph Andrev7s and David Simnle express the authors' intentions of 

educating the reader to subjects V7hi.ch, though not altogether necessary 

to the plots, provide useful information: 

And now, reader, I hope thou vrilt pardon this long digres-
sion, V7hich secmed to me necessary to virjiicate the great 
character of Mrs, Slipslop frcm what ICÍJ people, who have 
never seen high people, raight think an absurdity; but we 
V7ho know then must have daily f ound very high persons know 
us in one place and not in another, today and not tomorrow; 
all which it is difficult to account for othervrise than I 
have here endeavored; and perhaps, if the gods, according 
to the opinion of some, made men on3.y to laugh at them, 
there is no part of our behaviour V7hich answers the end of 
oui' creation better than this, (J. A,, 133) 

And I believe ray reader, as vrell as rayself, is heartily 
glad to quit a subject so e:ctrc.-9ly barren of matter. 

3^McKillop, Th£ Kr̂ .rly îlasters of tir:.:rli.sh |lictdpn_, p, 108. 

35Andrew VJrifrht, "Joôorji Andr^ws, Mask and Feast," Ess-iys in 
Criticis:^ AlII (1963). 209, 
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as that of gaming; and into vrhich I would not have 
entered at all, but that it would have been excluding 
irjy hero from one of the chief scenes to be vie-.red at 
present in this great tc.m, (D, S,, I, 147) 

With similar ccmraents directed to the reader throughout both novels, 

Henry and Sarah Fielding each clearly establish their position as 

controlling author rather than raerely recording historian, 

There is also some sisLÍlarity in their satiric huraor, Fielding's 

satire, unlike the Juvenalian satire of Pope and Sv7ift, is usua3.1y 

good-natured, arausing, ar^ entertaining, Though Sarah does not main-

tain a consistently buoyant tone like her brother, her novel does 

occasionally sparkle with wit that would do justice to Henry's pen, 

Such examples appear in the early chapters of both novels as Henry 

coraments on Parson Adaras and as Sarah describes the servant Peggy: 

His virtue and his other qualifications, as they rendered 
him equal to his office, so they made hiia an agreeable and 
valuable ccrapanion, and had so much endeared and well recora-
mended him to a bishop, that at the age of fifty, he vras 
provided V7ith a handsome income of tv7enty-three poujids a 
year; which, hov7ever, he could not make any great figure 
V7ith, because he lived in a dear country, and was a little 
encumbered V7ith a V7ife and six children, (J, A,. I7) 

This young VToman V7as one of those sort of people v7ho had 
been bred up to get her living by hard vrork; she had been 
taught never to keep company víith ary man, but him she 
intended to marry; nor to get drunk, or steal: for as 
she gave V7ay to those things, (besides that they were 
great sins) she would certainly ccme to be hanged; which, 
as she had an utter aversion to, she went on in an honest 
way, and never intended to depart from it, (D. S., I, 7) 

Pointed comments about other characters in David Sjjnple raight 

quite logically apply to characters frcin Joseph Andrews because of 

similarlties in the styles and ccmnionts of Sarah and her famous brother. 



The doraineering Krs. Tow-wouse, described by Fielding in this first 

quotation, might be the wife in the two quotations frora David Simple. 

just as the mild-m.annered Kr. Toîi-wouse might be the husband described: 

Her person v̂ as short, thin, and crooked. Her forehead 
projected in the middle, and thence descended in a decli-
vity to the top of her nose, which V7as sharp and red, and 
would have hung over her lips, had not nature turned up 
the end of it. Her lips were two bits of skin, V7hich, 
whenever she spoke, she drev7 together in a purse. Her 
chin V7as peaked; and. at the upper end of that skin V7hich 
composed her cheeks, stood tv70 bones, that almost hid a 
pair of small red eyes. Add to this a voice most v7onder-
fully adapted to the sentiraents it vras to convey, being 
both loud and hoarse. (J. A.. 51) 

For tho' I dare say this girl had never read Milton, yet 
she could act the part of throwing the blame on her husband, 
as well as if she had learned it by heart. (D. S., I, 25) 

He alv7ays conplied V7ith her in every thing; not that he 
had any extraordinary affection for her, but she V7as one 
of those sort of v7omen, v7ho, if they once take any thing 
in their heads, will never be quiet till they have attained 
it; and as he V7as of a disposition V7hich naturally loved 
quietness, he would sooner consent to any thing, than hear 
a noise. (D. S.,~I, 200-201) 

The passion V7hich Lady Booby feels for Joseph, described in this first 

quotation from Joseph Andrews, might easily be expressed in the words 

of Doriraene from David Simple: 

But V7hat hurt her most was, that in reality she had not so 
entirely conquered her passion; the little god lay lurking 
in her heart, though anger and disdain so hooV:;7Ínked her, 
that she could not see him. She vras a thousand times on 
the very brink of revoking the sentence she had pass£d 
against the poor youth. Love became his advocate, and 
whispered manj'- thin.js in his favor. Honour likewise 
endeavored to vindicate his crine, and Pity to mitigate 
his punisliment; on the other side, Pride and Revenge 
spoke as loudly against hin; and thus the poor lady 



was tortured with perplexity, opposite passions dis- ^'^ 
tractmg and tearing her mind different V7ays. 

(lt.At.f 36) 

Had not I seen your affection placed on another, you 
had never kna;-7n my love; for till that misery vms added 
to the rest, I struggled with my passion, and was resolved 
to conceal it for ever within my ox-m bosom: But nov7 you 
know it; and I would advise you to dread the rage of a 
woman, whose passions have got so much the better of her 
as to enable her to break through all the strongest ties 
imaginable, and sacrifice everything that is most dear 
to her, to the irapossibility she finds of resisting her 
inclinations. i^^^, II. 181-182) 

Surely Krs, Slipslop's high opinion of her ovm wisdom and good sense, 

mentioned in this first quotation from Joseph Andrews. might be further 

described by the two subsequent quotations from David Sjmple: 

Mrs, Slipslop, the V7aiting-gentlev7cman, being herself the 
daughter of a curate, preserved some respect for Adams: 
she professed great regard for his learning, and would fre-
quently dispute with him on points of theology; but alv7ays 
insisted on a deference to be paid to her understanding, 
as she had been frea^uently at London, and knew more of the 
world than a country parson could pretend to, (J, A,, 19) 

The next day they went to visit a lady, who vras reported 
to have a great deal of V7it, and vras so generous as to let 
all her acquaintance partake of it, by omitting no oppor-
tunity of displaying it, (D, S,, I, 146-147) 

For Ishe^ V7as a very good sort of v7oman, as far as her 
understanding woulcl give her leave; but she had the mis-
fortime of having such a turned head, that she vras alv7ays 
in the VTi-ong, and there V7as never any possibility of 
convincing her of the contrary of any thing she had once 
resolved to believo, (D. S,, II, 35) 

Should the preceding quotations from David Simple be inserted into 

appropriate places in Josenh Andrews, a reader might be unable to 

detect tho sections vTî itten by Sarah rather than Henry Fieldin^. 
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One of the most effoctive stylistic methods the Fieldings use to 

inject humor into their novels is the extended comparison or simile. 

One instance of such a comparison, mentioned in an earlier chapter, 

is Henry's description of his chapters: 

Those little spaces botween our chapters may be looked 
upon as an irm or resting-place, where he may stop and 
take a glass, or any other refreshment, as it pleases 
him, , , . A volume V7Íthout any such piaces of rest 
resembles the opening of wilds or seas, which tires the 
eye and fatigues the spirit V7hen entered upon. (^aJU., 73) 

Another is his famous description of Slipslop attempting to seduce 

the helpless, innocent Joseph: 

As when a hungry tigress, v7ho long has traversed the 
woods in fruitless search, sees within the reach of 
her claws a lamb, she prepares to leap on her prey; 
or as a voracious pike, of immense size, surveys 
through the liquid eleraent a roach or gudgeon, which 
cannot escape her jav7S, opens them vride to sv7allo;7 
the little fish; so did Mrs, Slipslop prepare to lay 
her violent amorous har is on the poor Joseph, when 
luckily her mistress's bell rung, and delivered the 
intended martyr frora her clutches, (J, A,, 26) 

Sarah Fielding, too, makes use of the extended comparison to enliven 

her narrative, This selection describes the condition of David and 

his friend Spatter after their return from a party of gossiping women: 

But as soon as the noise grer.-r loud, and the v7hole company 
V7ere engaged in adi-.iiring theij* cr.-m sentiments so much, 
that they observed nothing else, David made a sign to his 
companion, and they left the room, and V7ent hcne; but V7ere, 
for scne time, in tho condition of men just escaped fron a 
ship.rreck, vrho tho' they rejoice in their safety, yet is 
there such an impression left on then by the bellcvring of 
the waves, the cursing and svroaring of scne of the sailors, 
the crying and praying of others, with the ror.rin^ of the 
winds, that it is scnie t?Jio bofore they can ccne to their 
senses, (D, S,, I, I55) 
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in a more serious vein, Sarah likens Livia's control over the deceived 

father of Camilla and Valentine to the situation of a man who thinks 

his iron chains are ropes of finery: 

I am sure, if a man V7as put in heavy chains, V7hich he had 
not means of taking off, and was mad enough to deceive 
hiraself, and fancy they were bracelets made of the finest 
jewels, and strings of the softest silk, that man would 
be very little his friend, v7ho should take pains to con-
vince him they were made of iron, tiH he felt all their 
vreight, and V7as sensible of his a/n unhappy condition, 

(5ĵ >ås.» 11» 26) 

The inclusion of classical allusions as well as conteraporary 

critical coramentary is also apparent in the styles of the Fieldings. 

As Henry describes the skirmish of Adams, Joseph, and the himting dogs 

in mock epic grandeur in Book III, so Sarah pictures the three angry 

sisters raging like the three Furies for the possession of their dead 

father's fine carpet. Sarah freely quotes frcm Shakespeare's plays 

and Pope's poetry V7hile Henry recalls lines from Virgil and Milton. 

The ladies whora David Simple hears criticize the "lovmess" of Shake-

speare's Othello and Lillo's The London Merchant might readily agree 

with Parson Adams' femous observation that A.ddison's Cato and Steele's 

The Conscious Lovers viere v7orthy enough f or a serraon. The learning 

for V7hich both Fieldings are noted seems obvious in these literary 

allusions and in the authors' clever use of such raaterial to satirize 

the vanity of men. 

Since critics praise both Henry and Sarah's social ccnnentary, the 

inclusion of extended examples of such ccnnents frcn Joseph Andrevs 

and David Sjmple V7il3. emphasize the sh?.red synpathies as V7ell as the 

similar styles of these two novclists. Though the subjects of the 



folla.7Íng lengthy quotations are not related, the attitudes expresser 

toward affectation are similar in tone, each meant to entertain the 

reader as it cuts away at the vanities of the age: 

Joseph's Initiation to City Life: 
No sooner was young Andrews arrived at London than he 
began to scrape an acquaintance vrith his party-coloured 
brethen, v7ho end.Gavored to make hiíi despise his formor 
life. His hair was cut after the nev-7est fashion, and 
became his chief care: he went abroad with it all the 
morning in papers, and drest it out in the afternoon. 
They could not, ho;.7ever, teach him to game, swear, drink, 
nor any other gentcel vice the tcwn abounded with. He 
applied most of his leisure hours to music, in which he 
greatly improved himself; and became so perfect a con-
noisseui' im that art, that he led the opinion of all the 
other footmen at an opera, and they never conderwed or 
applauded a single song contrary to his approbation or 
dislike, He was a little too fonrard in riots at the 
play-houses and assemblies; and V7hen he attended his 
lady at church (which uas but seldom) he behaved with 
less seeming devotion than formerly: however, if he 
was outwardly a pretty fellow, his morals reraained 
entirely uncorrupted, though he vras at the same time 
smarter and genteeler than any of the beaus in town, 
either in or out of livery, (J, A,. 20) 

Riot at the Play-House: 
The second act passed also vrith only a few contentions 
between claps and hisses; but in the third the tumult 
grew much louder, and the noise increased; whistles,— 
cat-calls, groans,—hollcw.lng,—boating V7ith sticks,— 
and clapping V7ith hands, r.ade such a hideous din, and 
confusion of sounds, as no one can have any idea of, 
who has not h.'id the happiness to hear it. In short, 
the third act V7as V7ith great difficulty got through; 
but in the fourth the noise began again, and continued 
with heroic resolution for sono time on both sides: 
but, as eneraies generally stick longer by people than 
friends, the latter V7ere fiî st v7orn out, and forccd to 
yield to their antagonists. The v7ords horrid stuff— 
vras ever such nonsensef—bad plotl etc,--V7ere re-echoed 
throughout the house, for a considerablo tjne: and 
thus the play was condcnnccl to eternal oblivion, without 
having ever been heard; and the author was forced to go 
without his benefit, V7hich, it is more than probable, 
would have been of great use to him as v'ell as rir.ny other, 
who had not failed in their attendence on him onco a week 
for a long time. (íLt_å.. ̂ . 122-123) 



The Whist Routs: 
But as to the Routs, I can give you no other account 
of them than that it is the genteel name for the assera-
blies that meet at private houses to win, or lose money 
at whist. The method pursued to gather these companies 
together is, that the lady of the house where the Rout 
is to be held, a fortnight or three vreeks before the 
intended day, dispatches a messenger to every person 
designed to bo there with a few magic words properly 
placed on a card, vrhich infallibly brings every one at 
the appointed tirae: but if by chance, notwithstanding 
the care that is taken of sending so long beforehand, 
two of these cards should happen to interfere, and the 
same person be under a necessity of being at two places 
at once; the best expedient to be found out is, to play 
a Rubbers at one place, and then drive their horses to 
death, to get to the other time enough not to disappoint 
their friends, For you must know, every lady looks on 
herself as in the highest distress v7ho has not as many 
tables at her house as a.ny of her acquaintance, 

(D, S,. I, 140-141) 

The Ladder of Dependence: 
And with regard to time, it may not be unpleasant to 
survey the picture of dependence like a kind of ladder; 
as, for instance: early in the morning arises the pos-
tilion, or some other boy, V7hich great families, no more 
than great ships, are v7Íthout, and falls to brushing the 
clothes and cleaning the shoes of John the footman: who, 
being drest himself, applies his h?.nds to the same labours 
for Kr, Second-hand, the squire's gentlenan; the gentle-
man in the like manner, a little later in the day, attends 
the squire; the squire is no sooner equipped than he 
attends the levee of the favourite, who, after the hour 
of homage is at an end, appears himself to pay homage to 
the levee of his sovereign. Nor is there, perhaps, in 
this v7hole ladder of dependence, any one step at a greater 
distance frc.n the other than the first from the second; so 
that to a philosopher the question might only seem whether 
you vrould choose to be a great man at six in the morning, 
or at two in the afternoon. And yct there are scarce t':o 
of these who do not think the least faniliarity with the 
persons below them a condescension, and, if thoy V7ere to 
go one step farther, a degrad-".ticn. (J. A., I33) 

From the V7hist table to the playhouse, frcn the lifo of a city beau 

to the v:holo structure of social dcpcndence, Sarah and Henry Fieldiîv 

coînment on the affectations of society. 
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The liveliness of Henry Fielding's style, consistent throughout 

^is Joseph Andrev7s. is not raatched by his sister in David Siraple; but 

the examples quoted in this chapter indicate that Sarah had sorae of her 

brother's skill, Constant raoveraent of the plot frora adventure to ad.ven-

ture provides the fitting vehicle for Henry's vigorous, entertaining 

style, Sarah's plot, V7ith the characters sitting around relating tales 

told second or third-hand, is raore suited to moralizing and sentiraen-

tality than to the lively accounts of adventure and the almost continuous 

hilarity of Josoph Andrc-rs, Only a few of the passages frora Dayid Sjmple 

suggest that Sarah Fielding approximates the style of her accoraplished 

brother, but the existence of similarities in attitude and approach 

certainly testifies to the shared sympathies of the two Fieldings, 



CHAPTER VI 

EXTENT OF HENRY FIELDING'S INFLUSTCE 

Critics eraphasize the influence of Richardson and Fielding on raany 

eighteenth-century novelists including Sarah Fielding, who, with her 

Sâvid Simple, "tried to mix the wit and perspicuity of her brother's 

satire with Richardsonian sentiment,"3^ The dual influence of these 

two master novelists on a minor one parallels the two soraev7hat para-

doxical products of rauch eighteenth-centui'y literature, satire and 

sentiraentality, In Sarah Fielding's first novel, The Adventures of 

2âyiá §;Í.?pl.e» if not in her other novels, the influence of Fieldin? 

outweighs that of Richardson to reinforce her position not only as 

his sister but also as his dependent, collaborator, and disciple, 

As Fielding's biographers Cross s.rÂ Dudden weigh the influence of 

Richardson ard Fielding on Sarah's David Sjnple. the scales balance 

in favor of Fielding, Dudden clairas that her sentimentality, moralizing, 

and. analyses of the feminine mind are indications of Richardsonian influ-

ence, Certainly David Simnle, with its life stories of virtuous people 

deceived and persecuted by V7icked ones, ler̂ ds itself to the teary tra-

dition of the later Clarissa and to the didactic preachiness of much 

eighteenth-century literature, Recitals of the tragic consequences of 

Livia's cruelty and Dorimene's passion prcnpt the sympathetic tears of 

David and his friends and the moral corî nentaries by Miss Fielding as 

she drops the narrative mcmentarily to inject a serraonette on the follies 

3^Foster, p. 75. 
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of mankind, The feminine characters do, indeed, seem the most vivid 

in the book as do the woraen in Richardson's novels, Studies of Kiss 

Johnson's perplexity over the choice of a husband, Cynthia's imhappiness 

at mistreatment by famUy and friends, CamiLla's desperation at losing 

her father's favor, and Isabelle's resigned misery at the tragic ruin 

of her brother and herself exhibit Sarah Fielding's method of analyzing 

the feminine mind. Not a gentleraan in the novel tells his life story; 

the ladies, in the Richardsonian tradition, are invariably the narrators, 

Thus, in these characteristics, Richardson's influence on Sarah Fielding 

is evident, 

In foM other respects, however, does Sarah's novel compare with 

Richardson's Pamela. his only novel at the time David Sjmple was pub-

lished, Richardson's novel is epistolary vrhile Sarah's is strictly 

narrative, Richardson uses a limited num.ber of characters while Sarah 

introduces a large dramatis personae, The action in Pamela is limited 

to the tv70 houses of Kr. B, V7hereas the action in David Simple moves 

through a variety of inns, taverns, homes, coaches, and streets in 

London, Richardson's epistolary technique presents actions and reac-

tions as they occur vrhile Sarah's narrativc reflects on things past, 

Richardson's personal commentary involves the life and thoughts of one 

girl while Sarah's satiric approach encompasses all levels of society. 

Not until her Familiar Letters Between the Prj.ncir.al Cháracters of 

"David Simple" in 17^7 does Sarah Fielding reflect the usual Richard-

sonian raanner with her use of letters and first-perscn moralizing. 

Iî  l̂ r̂ vid Sj.mole the influence of Henry Fielding and his Joseoh Aruirej.rs 

seems clearly more obvious than any Rich'̂ .rdsonian influence. 
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Throaghoutf David Sjmple reflects the sponsorship of Henry Fielding, 

As Sarah wrote and published the book, she lived in her brother»s home 

and occasionaHy contributed to his periodicals. In the second edition 

of her novel, he added not only a prefacé but also revisions and cor-

rections of his sister's grammar and style. Such close relationships, 

both in household and literaiy matters, are certairûy indications of 

the influence of Henry over his favorite sister. Dudden and Cross both 

corament on this influence: 

It 0)avid SjrapleJ displays the influence of Fielding, not 
only in details—e.g. the groupings of the chapters, with 
headings (sometimes facetious), in four books,—^but also in 
the general plan of a narrative of adventure, diversified 
with conversations and realistic portrait-sketches. The 
shrewd observation of human nature exhibited by the author, 
her occasional strokes of gentle ironic humour, and her 
tolerance of harmless weaknesses corabined with a healthy 
hatred of hypocrisies and shams, are likewise reflections, 
though perhaps soraevrhat pale ones, of Fielding*s charac-
teristics.37 

Altogether the novel was a rather pale yet delicate reflec-
tion of the master, just such a book as should come from 
the sister of Henry Fielding, who had lived with him, lis-
tened to his wonderful conversation, and read the books 
he thought not too hard for her, But people, not knoî-ring 
that Fielding had such a sister, could not be blamed for 
ascribing "David" to him.38 

Since Fielding had produced only Joseph Andre;-7S before the publi-

cation of David Simple in 1744, indications of his influence on his 

sister's viork must depend largely on a comparative study of these first 

novels. Fielding himself states the connection between the two novels 

37Dudden, I, p. 506. 

3^Cross, II, p. 7. 
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in his preface to David Simple when he cites his sister»s novel as a 

second example of the comic prose epic. In his îa-eface to Joseph Andrews . 

Fielding explains that the comic prose epic presents the ludicrous and 

the ridiculous in action, characters, and speech. The study of the 

ridiculous pictures the affectations of men, their vanity and hypocrisy. 

Fielding's preface to David Simple further explains that the ccmic prose 

epic presents a variety of discormected scenes and characters all vrithin 

the scope of a single purpose: for his novel, that purpose is to expose 

affectation; in his sister's novel, to study the mariy facets of friendship. 

If one applies Fielding»s theory of the comic prose epic to both 

Joseph Andrews and David Simple. he will discover the basis f or the 

stmictural unity of both novels. Despite the variety of adventures and 

characters which compose the two picaresque plots, each situation can 

somehow be related to the controlling purpose of the specific novel. 

Henry*s purpose of revealing affectation is evident in all of Joseph's 

adventures from the vanities of the city, through various inhumanities 

on the road, to the final triumph of virtue in the country. The vanity 

of Lady Booby and Mrs. Slipslop, the hypocrisy of Parson TruHiber and 

Peter Pounce combines with numerous other examples of affectation to 

fTilfill Fielding's design most successfully. Sarah»s purpose, as 

stated by Fielding in the preface to David Simple. is to show the per-

fections and imperfections of friendship through David»s search for a 

real friend. David's ovm experiences with a variety of characters 

school him in the imperfections as do the life stories he hears from 

various characters. In Cynthia, Valentine, and Camilla, David at last 

discovers the true friendship which he had thought no longer existed 
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in the world. Throughout both novels, plot and characters reinforce 

the author's central aims and thus provide structural unity. 

In both Joseph Andrews and David. Sjmple. the unique Fielding skill 

for characterization is obvious as is the similarity between character 

types. The picaresque structure of the novels provides for a wide 

variety of characters to exemplify the variety in human nature, variety 

which pictures both the affectation and the virtues of men, both the 

deceivers and the true friends. Fielding sets the raold for the cha-

racters in both novels; Sarah merely pattems her characters frcra the 

examples he has provided. Her characters are not as vivid or as enter-

taining as Henry's, but they do reflect some facets of his characters. 

The youthful heroes and heroines in both novels are paragons of virtue, 

loyalty, and good-nature. Such typical type-cast characters as the fop, 

the gossip, and the landlady appear to amuse and entertain the reader. 

But the distinctly individualized character portraits are achieved by 

Henry alone in such figures as Abraham Adams, Lady Booby, and Mrs. 

Slipslop. Sarah*s characters reflect select qualities of these three, 

but she never develops such uniquely individual characters herself. 

The style which carries both the structure and the characterization 

in the two Fielding novels is most effective when lightly satiric. In 

Joseph Andrev7S this tone is constant and buoyant, never bogging dovm, 

always entertaining. Though Sarah allows moralizing commentary and 

sentiraental sympathizing to dull her style, the wittiness of Fielding 

satire does come through on occasion to remind the reader that skillful 

commentary on the foibles of men is not limited to Henry's pen, With 

ironic imderstateraent, facetious character descriptions, extended com-

parisons, and lengthy analyses of social phencmenon, both Henry and 
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Sarah Fielding seek to strip society of its pretension and invest men 

with some trace of virtue, The light touch of the Fielding style is 

the most entertaining approach to the painfia process of revealing the 

true natures of men. 

A motivating purpose for picaresque adventures, a variety of cha-

racters from all levels of society, all presented in a lively satiric 

style: these characteristics of Henry Fielding»s Joseph Andrews are 

reflected, though not matched, in his sister's David Simple, Sprinkled 

throughout her novel, these qualities emphasize the influence of her 

brother and his novel, whereas only moraents of sentimentality and exces-

sive moralizing indicate any Richardsonian influence, Joseph Andrev7s is 

by far the livelier, more polished, self-assured work of a master novelist; 

and, as such, it can be used as a yardstick to measure Heniy's influence 

on David Simple. Critics Willcocks and Johnson both analyze the extent 

of Fielding's influence on his sister's work: 

CDavid Simple and Familiar LettersH shovr Fielding's influ-
ence everywhere in the stress laid on character. Human 
Nature is as much the Bill of Fare in them as in Tom Jones. 
but without either the V7it or the story-teller's gift. 
There is a certain amount of observation in all Sarah 
Fielding's work, but it is like a joint smothered in flood.s 
of sauce, the sauce of long-v7Índed moralizing. Sarah had 
all her brother's longing to make the v7orld better, but 
not a spark of his poîíer.39 

There was, indeed, a strong sirailarity of raotive and 
i?ianner betv7een their work; which arose, not so much 
frora any conscious iraitation—she was doubtless too 
wise to atterapt—as from natural sympathy on her part 
and affectionate interest on his. 

39i4, p, V/illcocks, A True-Born En^lishnan (London, 1947), P. 191. 
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Obviously she hated sham, affectation, and hypocri^y 

with no less sincerity, treating it with satire as vigor-
ous, if more feminine than his; continually drawing a 
contrast between honest candour and artificial pretence. 
Keenly observant of human nature and disposed to ironic 
corament upon lif e, she was yet always kindly and tolerant 
towards the foolish and weak. Hér judgraents were sane 
and discriminating, if somevrhat caustic in phrase. 

she could satirize men and marmers with a biting wit and 
a certain prosaic sanity, very typical of the age.^^ 

By analyzing similarities betvieen the f irst novels of Henry and 

Sarah Fielding, this study has sought to emphasize Fielding»s skill as 

a master novelist as well as his influence on subsequent novelists, in 

this case on his close associate and sister Sarah. Within both Joseph 

Andrews and David Simple. the reader may notice many of the charac-

teristics of the eighteenth-centviry English novel: the adventures in 

English cities and along the countryside, the humorous satirization of 

the affectations of men, the endless variety in human personality and 

experience, and the triumph of the pure and virtuous over the corrupt 

and wicked. Sarah»s picture of Engiish life and men is not so vivid, 

so huraorous, or so entertaining as her brother's; but its tone and its 

sympathies reflect the attitudes of Henry. A number of influences 

shaped the development of the English novel into a mature literary genre 

in the eighteenth century; Henry Fielding played a major role, his sis-

ter a minor one, in this development. This comparative study has sought 

to justify the major-minor classification of these two novelists by 

emphasizing the original genius of Henry Fielding's Joseph Andrews and 

the pale reflection of this genius in Sarah Fielding's David Sinple. 

^QThe Lives of Cleooatra and Octavia, ed. R. Brimley Johnson, 
pp, xvi-xvii. 
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